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Khaite unveils  capsule through online retailer Net-A-Porter. Image courtesy of Net-A-Porter
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New York-based fashion label Khaite has unveiled its high summer 2021 capsule collection, created exclusively for
online retailer Net-A-Porter.

Grounded in optic whites, the collection features a palette of ivory, ecru and sand, aiming to accentuate the sense of
ease that is at the heart of the brand and summertime. The capsule launched on Net-A-Porter's site on Monday.

"The exclusive cross-category collection truly encapsulates Khaite's signature style and some of [creative director
Catherine Holstein's] iconic styles," said Libby Page, senior market editor at Net-A-Porter, in a statement. "The pieces
take on a relaxed approach and the soft warm tones and exciting textures will be the perfect addition to our summer
wardrobes."

Warming up for summer
Since launching in 2016, Khaite has established itself as a high fashion destination for wardrobe staples, as Ms.
Holstein works to design and elevate the classics.
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Khaite's  Kim ruched s triped jacquard and tulle top. Image courtesy of Net-A-Porter

"For me, summer has always represented a sense of possibility," Ms. Holstein said in a statement. "Looking to this
summer, the possibilities feel boundless, as hope turns to optimism, anticipation and desire.

"We channeled these notions of freedom and spontaneity into our exclusive high summer collection for Net-A-
Porter," she said. "Each piece is designed to be cherished."

Last week, Net-A-Porter invited fashion lovers around the world to rejoice in the thrill of dressing up with its latest
"Ready-to-Wear?" campaign. Net-A-Porter's core mission is to bring joy to its community of women through the
mood-lifting and transformative power of fashion.

As consumers have been cooped up over the last year, observing pandemic-related restrictions, the retailer aims to
rejuvenate the fashion world with style (see story).

"Net-A-Porter understood [our mission] from day one, becoming one of our first retail partners and bringing a
global perspective to our foundation of reimagining American sportswear," Ms. Holstein said.
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